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STABILITY OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM OF
SCATTERING THEORY OF STURM-LIOUVILLE

SELF-ADJOINT OPERATOR
AbstractThe accuracy of reconstruction of Sturm-Liouville boundary value problemwith Hermitian matrix of the coe�cients whose scattering data are known insome �nite interval is studied.

How can two problems be strongly di�erent whose scattering data coincide onsome �nite interval of variation of the spectral parameter �2 is of great importance.In the case of self-adjoint operator on a semi-axis the solution of this problem isobtained by Marchenko V.A. [1]. The stability of construction problem of the Sturm-Liouville operator on spectral function is studied in [2]. For nonselfadjoint operatoron semi-axis the stability of inverse problem of scattering theory is considered in [4].In this paper the stability of inverse problem is considered for Sturm-Liouvilleoperator on whole axis.
1. Preliminary information and notation.

In the Hilbert space L2 (�1;1) we consider self-adjoint operator L generatedby the di�erential expression
ly = �y00 + q (x) y; (1:1)

where the potential q (x) is real and satis�es the inequality1Z
�1 jxq (x)j dx <1: (1:2)

Denote by fq (x)g the problem generated on whole axis �1 < x < 1 by thedi�erential equation ly = �2y: (1:3)
We denote by V f�� (x)g the set of all problems fq (x)g for which1Z

x
jq (t)j dt � �+ (x) ; xZ

�1 jq (t)j dt � �� (x) ;
where �� (x) are continuous monotone and summable functions on semi-axes [0;1),(�1; 0] ; respectively.
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It is known that ([3]) the operator L is uniquely reconstructed with respectto scattering data. The problem being of fundamental importance is that whatinformation about function q (x) or special solutions of equation (1.3) can we get ifscattering data are known on some �nite variation interval of spectral parameter.At that the initial point is the fact that there exist solutions e� (x; �) (Im� � 0) ofequation (1.3) having asymptotics

e+ (x; �) � exp (ix�) as x! +1;
e� (x; �) � exp (�ix�) as x! �1;which allow the representations
e+ (x; �) = ei�x + 1Z

x
K+ (x; t) eit�dt; (1:4)

e� (x; �) = e�i�x + xZ
�1K� (x; t) e�it�dt: (1:5)

At that the kernels K� (x; t) satisfy the inequalities
jK� (x; t)j � 12��

�x+ t2
� exp��1� (x)� �1��x+ t2

�� ; (1:6)� (1:7)
at t > x and t < x, respectively. Here

�1+ (x) = 1Z
x
�+ (x) dt; �1� (x) = xZ

�1�� (x) dt: (1:70)
Besides, K� (x; t) are related with the potential q (x) in the following way

K+ (x; x) = 12
1Z
x
q (t) dt; K� (x; x) = 12

xZ
�1q (t) dt : (1:700)

Reconstruction method is based on the fact that K� (x; t) satisfy the basicintegral equation
K+ (x; t) + 1Z

x
K+ (x; u) f+ (u+ t) du+ f+ (x+ t) = 0;

�1 < x � t <1;
K� (x; t) + xZ

�1K� (x; u) f� (u+ t) du+ f+ (x+ t) = 0;
�1 < x � t <1;



Proceedings of IMM of NAS of Azerbaijan [Stability of the inverse problem of ...] 29where the functions f� (x) are de�ned by set of the quantities �s (�) ; i�k;m+k 	 ;�s1 (�) ; i�k;m�k 	 called scattering data
f+ (x) = nX

k=1
�m+k �2 e��kx + 12�

1Z
�1s (�) ei�xd� ; (1:8)

f� (x) = nX
k=1

�m�k �2 e�kx + 12�
1Z
�1s1 (�) e�i�xd�: (1:80)

Here (i�k)2 �k = 1; n; �k > 0� are eigen values of the operator L, and the normedmultipliers m�k and functions of the scattering s (�) ; s1 (�) are determined in thefollowing way
m+k =

0@ 1Z
�1 je+ (x; i�k)j2 dx

1A� 12 ; m�k =
0@ 1Z
�1 je� (x; i�k)j2 dx

1A� 12 ;
s (�) = �b (��)a (�) ; s1 (�) = b (�)a (�) ;where

a (�) = W fe+ (x; �) ; e� (x;��)g2i� ; b (�) = W fe� (x; �) ; e+ (x; �)g2i� :
2. Stability of reconstruction of special solutions and potentials.
First of all we will consider accuracy of reconstruction of solutions e� (x; �).Let us derive the formula giving the convenient representation for di�erencesof solutions by di�erences of corresponding scattering data. Since the formula forfe1+ (x; �)� e2+ (x; �)g is obtained analogously to the problem considered on a pos-itive semi-axis, we give proof only for fe1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �)g.We consider two problems fq1 (x)g ; fq2 (x)g from V f�� (x)g . We will writethe basic integral equations for the corresponding inverse problems and subtract onefrom the other one. As a result we obtain

K1;2� (x; t) + xZ
�1f1� (t+ y)K1;2� (x; t) dt =

= �
8<:f1;2� (x+ y) + xZ

�1f1;2� (t+ y)K2� (x; t) dt
9=; ; (2:1)

where
K1;2� (x; y) = K1� (x; y)�K1� (x; y) ; f1;2 (x) = f1� (x)� f2� (x) :
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K1� (x; y) ; K2� (x; y) are kernels of corresponding transformation operators, andf1� (x) ; f2� (x) are constructed by scattering data according to (1.8').At each �xed x (2.1) is an equation in K1;2� (x; y). Solving this equation we�nd
K1;2� (x; y)= � (I+ F1�;x)�1

8<:f1;2 (x+ y)+ xZ
�1f1;2� (t+ y)K2� (x; t) dt

9=; ; (2:2)

where (I+ F1�;x)u = u (y) + xZ
�1f1� (y + t)u (t) dt:

According to the basic equation
(I+ F1�;x)�1= �I+K�1�;x� (I+K1�;x) ; (2:3)

where
K1�;xu = yZ

�1K1� (y; t)u (t) dt; K�1�;xu = xZ
y
K1� (y; t)u (t) dt: (2:30)

Let �S(j) (�) ; i�k (j) ; m+k (j)	 ; nS(j)1 (�) ; i�k (j) ; m�k (j)o (j = 1; 2) be theright and left scattering data of the considered problems. Then
f1;2� (x) =X

k
e�kx n�m�k (1)�2 � �m�k (2)�2o+

+ 12�
1Z
�1
ns(1)1 (�)� s(2)1 (�)o e�i�xd�: (2:4)

Consequently,
' (x; y) = (I+K1�;x)

8<:f1;2� (x+ y) + xZ
�1f1;2� (t+ y)K2� (x; t) dt

9=; =
=X

k
e1� (y; �k) e2� (x; i�k)n�m�k (1)�2 � �m�k (2)�2o+

+ 12� 1R�1
ns(1)1 (�)� s(2)1 (�)o e1� (y; �) e2� (y; �) d�:

(2:5)

From formulas (2.2),(2.3) it follows that
K1;2� (x; y) = � �I+K�1�;x�' (x; y) ; (2:6)
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e1� (y; �)� e2� (y; �) = xZ

�1K1;2� (x; y) e�i�ydy = � xZ
�1' (x; y) e1� (y; �) dy;

where ' (x; y) is de�ned by the right hand side of equality (2.5).From the equations that is satis�ed by the funcitons e1� (y; �) it follows that
xZ
�1e1� (y; �) e1� (y; �) dy = e01� (x; �) e1� (x; �)� e01� (x; �; ) e2� (x; �)�2 � �2 :

Using this equality and formula (2.5) we �nd
e1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �) =X

k

n�m�k (1)�2 � �m�k (2)�2oE1;2 (i�k; �; x)+
+ 12� 1R�1

ns(1)1 (�)� s(2)1 (�)oE1;2 (�; �; x) d�;
(2:7)

where
Ej;i (�; �; x) = ei� (x; �)ne0j� (x; �) ej� (x; �)� e0j� (x; �) ej� (x; �)o�2 � �2 :

Note that the indices 1,2 play equivalent part. Therefore, along with (2.7) thefollowing equality is also valid
e2� (x; �)� e1� (x; �) =X

k

n�m�k (2)�2 � �m�k (1)�2oE2;1 (i�k; �; x)+
+ 12� 1R�1

ns(2)1 (�)� s(1)1 (�)oE1;2 (�; �; x) d�: (2:8)
Multiply the both sides of equality (2.7) by e2� (x; �), the both sides of equality(2.8) by e1� (x; �), and after this we add them. Then on the left of equality we obtain�fe1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �)g2. Before to writing the right hand side of the obtainedequality we perform the following transformation��2 � �2� fE1;2 (�; �; x) e2� (x; �)� E2;1 (�; �; x) e1� (x; �)g =

= e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �)�e2� (x; �) e01� (x; �)� e1� (x; �) e02� (x; �)	�
�e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �)�e01� (x; �) e2� (x; �)� e1� (x; �) e02� (x; �)	 =
= xZ

�1 fq1 (t)� q2 (t)g fe1� (x; �) e2� (x; �) e1� (t; �) e2� (t; �) �
�e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �) e1� (t; �) e2� (t; �)g dt:
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At that we used the identities

xZ
�1 fq1 (t)� q2 (t)g e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �) dt =
= e01� (�; x) e2� (x; �)� e02� (�; x) e1� (x; �)

obtained at Im � � 0 from di�erential equations that are satis�ed by the functionse1� (x; �)� and e2� (x; �).Therefore, the right hand side of our equality can be written in the followingform
xZ
�1 fq1 (t)� q2 (t)g fA1;2� (�; x; t)�A1;2� (�; t; x)g dt;

where
A1;2� (�; x; t) = e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �)X

k

n�m�k (2)�2 � �m�k (1)�2o�2k + �2 �
� e1� (t; i�k) e2� (t; i�k) + e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �)2� �
� 1R�1

ns(1)1 (�)� s(2)1 (�)o�2 � �2 e1� (t; �) e2� (t; �) d�:
(2:9)

By this the following lemma is proved.Lemma 1. At all values of � from the open upper half-plane for whichIm�2 6= 0, the following identities are valid

fe1� (x; �) e2� (x; �)g2 =
= xZ

�1fq1 (t)� q2 (t)g fA1;2 � (�; t; x)�A1;2� (�; x; t)g dt; (2:10)
fe1+ (x; �) e2+ (x; �)g2 =

1Z
x
fq1 (t)� q2 (t)g fA1;2+ (�; t; x)�A1;2+ (�; x; t)g dt; (2:11)
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where

A1;2+ (�; x; t) = e1+ (x; �) e2+ (x; �)X
k

n�m+k (2)�2 � �m�k (1)�2o�2k + �2
� e1+ (t; i�k) e2+ (t; i�k) + e1+ (x; �) e2+ (x; �)2� �
� 1R�1

ns(1)1 (�)� s(2)1 (�)o�2 � �2 e1+ (t; �) e2+ (t; �) d�:
(2:12)

and A1;2� (�; x; t) is determined by the right hand side of (2.9).Let us estimate the di�erence of solutions fe1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �)g.Theorem 1. If the scattering data of two problems fqj (x)g 2 V f�� (x)g(i = 1; 2) coinside at all values of �2 2 (�1; N), where N > 0, then at all�2 2 (�1; N) the inequalities

je1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �)j2 � 8e4�1�(x)�2 Im�x�� (x)
�pN  1� j�j2 + �22N

! (2:13)
are valid.Proof. We give the proof for je1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �)j. At �rst we assume that� lies in upper half-plane and Im�2 6= 0. Then we can use formula (2.10), where inthis case A1;2� (�; x; t) = e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �)2� �

� Z
j�j>pN

s(1)1 (�)� s(2)1 (�)�2 � �2 e1� (t; �) e2� (t; �) d�: (2:14)
since the scattering data of the considered problems coincide at all �2 2 (�1:N).But formulae (2.10) and (2.14) remains valid for �2 2 (�1:N) : Performing limitpassage we can be sure in it. By virtue of (1.7) from formula (1.5) we obtain (atIm� � 0; i = 1; 2)

jej� (x; �)j � eIm�x
0@1 + xZ

�1 jKj� (x; t)j dt
1A �

� eIm�x
0@1 + xZ

�1��
�x+ t2

�1A exp��1� (x)� �1��x+ t2
�� dt2 =

= eIm�x �1 + e�1�(x) ��e��1�(x) + 1	� = eIm�x+�1�(x):

(2:15)
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From this estimation, relation s(j)1 (�) = O� 1�

� ; j�j ! 1, and formula (2.14)at �2 2 (�1:N) we obtain
jA1;2� (�; x; t)j � 2e2fIm�x+�1�(x)+�1�(t)g2� �

� R
j�j>pN

���s(1)1 (�)� s(2)1 (�)����2 � �2 d� � 2e2fIm�x+�1�(x)+�1�(t)g
�pN  1� j�j2 + �22N

! :

Now inequality (2.13) follows from (2.10) and from de�nition of the set V f�� (x)g
je1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �)j2 � 4e4�1�(x)+2 Im�x

�pN  1� j�j2 + �22N
!�

� xZ
�1 jq1 (t)� q2 (t)j dt � 8e4�1�(x)+2 Im�x�� (x)

�pN  1� j�j2 + �22N
! :

Remark. The estimation
je1� (x; �)� e2� (x; �)j2 � 4e4�1�(x)+2 Im�x

is valid for any pair of problems from the set V f�� (x)g, since for them (2.15) issatis�ed. Therefore, (2.13) can be nontrivial only in the domain where �� (x) < pN(respectively, �+ (x) < pN).We pass to the estimation of di�erence of potentials (q1 (x)� q2 (x)) of the con-sidered problems. We give the proof for x 2 (�1:0). For this we take formula (2.6)and assume in it y = x. Then according to (2.3') we obtain
K1;2� (x; x) = �' (x; x)

whence by virtue of (2.5) and (1.7"), whenever hypothesis of theorem 1 takes place
12

xZ
�1 (q1 (t)� q2 (t)) dt =

= 12� R
j�j>pN

ns(2)1 (�)� s(1)1 (�)o e1� (x; �) e2� (x; �) d�
(2:16)

follows.



Proceedings of IMM of NAS of Azerbaijan [Stability of the inverse problem of ...] 35In order to estimate the right hand side in (2.16) we choose the su�cientlysmooth function g (x) being zero outside of the interval (x0 � h; x0), multiply itsboth sides by g0 (x) and integrate. After integration by parts the left hand side weobtain
12

x0Z
x0�h (q2 (t)� q1 (t)) dt =

= 12� R
j�j>pN

ns(2)1 (�)� s(1)1 (�)o x0Z
x0�h e1� (t; �) e2� (t; �) g0 (t) dtd�:

(2:17)

We prove the following lemma, according which we can choose the function g (x)such that the right hand side of (2.17) be too small.Lemma 2. Let fqj (x)g 2 V f�� (x)g ; (j = 1; 2) , the potentials qj (x) are
bounded in the interval (x0 � h; x0), and

Q� (x) = xZ
�1 (q1 (t) + q2 (t)) dt:

Then for any continuously di�erentiable function g (x) being zero outside of the
interval (x0 � h; x0) the following identity is valid

x0Z
x0�h e1� (t; �) e2� (t; �) g0 (t) dt =

= x0Z
x0�h

�q0 (t)� q (t)Q� (t)	 e�2i�tdt+ r (�; x0; h) ;
where jr (�; x0; h)j � �2� (x0)m2� (x0; �)4�2 f3 jeg0 (2�)j+ jeg0 (�2�)jg+

+4h�� (x0)m2� (x0; �)�� (h; x0)�2
x0Z

x0�h jg
0 (t)j dt;

m� (x; �) = maxj=1;2
� sup�1<t�x jej� (t; �)j� ; �� (h; x) = maxj=1;2

( sup
x�h<t�x jgj (t)j

) :
Let us try to select the function g (x). Let

��0 (t) = n�
1Z
�1
�sin��

�n e�2in�td�; (n > 3)
�� (t) = 1h��0 ��12 + x0 � th

� :
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�� (t) does not decrease in the interval �x0 � h; x0 � h2 �, does not decrease in� x0 � h2 ; x0

�, has n � 2 continuous derivatives, is even, zero outside of the in-terval ( x0 � h; x0) and integral of it in ( x0 � h; x0) equals to 1. As g (x) we takethe solution of the di�erential equation
g0 (x)� g (x)Q� (x) = �� 0 (x) + c�� (x) ; (c� const)

vanishing at x � x0, and x � x0 � h
g (x) = �� (x)� x0Z

x
(Q (t)�Q (x1)) e� tR

xQ(s)ds�� (t) dt; (2:18)
where x1 is some point from [x0 � h; x0]. Then at x0 � h � x � x0 we obtain suchinequalities ��g (x)� �� (x)�� � ! (h; x0) �� (x) h2 eh��(x0);���g (x)� ��� (x)�0��� � �� (x)! (h; x0) �1 + h�� (x0) eh��(x0)� ; (2:19)
where ! (h; x0) = maxx0�h�x; y�x0 jQ� (x)�Q� (y)j :
! (h; x0) can be estimated by two ways

! (h; x0) � 2h�� (h; x0) : (2:20)
Inequalities (2.19),(2.20) together with lemma 2 lead to the estimation������

x0Z
x0�h e1� (t; �) e2� (t; �) g0 (t) dt

������ �
������
x0Z

x0�h fq
0 (t)� q (t)Q� (t)g e�2i�tdt

������+
+ jr (�; x0; h)j � 2 �nh�n j�j�n+1�1 + �� (x0)j�j2 + �2� (x0)m2� (x0; �)j�j2

�+
+�� (x0)�� (h; x0)j�j2 m2� (�; x0)�8h+ 18�� (x0)h �1 + �� (x0)heh��(x0)�	 ;

whence according to (2.17) it follows that������12
x0Z

x0�hg (t) fq1 (t)� q2 (t)g dt
������ � 4� �nh�n N�n�22n� 2 �

��1 + �� (x0)pN + �2� (x0)m2N (x0)N
�+ 4�� (x0)�� (h; x0)m2N (x0)pN �

��4n+ 9h�� (x0) �1 + h�� (x0) eh��(x0)�	 ;
(2:21)
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Besides, by virtue of (2.19)������12

x0Z
x0�h fq1 (t)� q2 (t)g�g (t)� �� (t)	 dt

������ � 2h�� (h; x0)�� (x0) eh��(x0): (2:22)
Using inequalities (2.21),(2.22), by the same method as in [1] the following the-orem is proved.Theorem 2. If scattering data of two problems fqj (x)g 2 V f�� (x)g ; (j = 1; 2)

coincide at all values �2 2 (�1; N) and N: � 1, then in the domain, where

5 f[lnN ] + 1gpN �� (x) < 1;
the inequalities

jq1 (x)� q2 (x)j � 10 f[lnN ] + 3gpN �9�� (x)�� (h; x) + � (h; x)	+ 4pN f3 [lnN ] + 1g
are valid, respectively.Here h = 5N�12 f[lnN ] + 1g ;

+ (h; x) = maxj=1;2
� sup
x<t<x+h

���q0j (t)���� ;
�+ (h; x) = maxj=1;2

� sup
x<t<x+h jqj (t)j

� ;
� (h; x) = maxj=1;2

� sup
x�h<t<x

���q0j (t)���� :

:
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